Richardson seeking to buy back Optare
from troubled Hungarian parent NABI
BY ROBERT JACK
OPTARE FOUNDER Russell Richardson is close
to agreeing a deal to buy back the Leeds-based
bus manufacturer from the Hungarian
company it was sold it to five years ago.
NABI, which builds buses in the US, has hit
financial difficulties after signing long term
contracts which are said to have left it with no
room to manoeuvre when the US dollar
weakened against the Hungarian Forint.
The crisis saw the resignation this month of
NABI chief executive Daniel Garrett.
Meanwhile, a deal between loss-making NABI
and its financiers last month saw it commit to
selling off assets and businesses in order to
reduce its debts as quickly as possible.
It is understood to that a team led by
Richardson has approached NABI with an offer
to buy Optare, which is the UK’s third largest
bus builder after Alexander Dennis and
Wrightbus. A deal is expected soon, but with a
much lower purchase price than the £21.5m

STAGECOACH IS to run a
convoy of 12 Megabuses from
London to Edinburgh and back
for the anti-poverty rally on July
6, subsidising the 1,000 seats
with an £8 return fare on its
Megabus website.
The double deckers will travel
north late on July 5, arriving
in Edinburgh on the morning of
the rally, coinciding with the
G8 summit at Gleneagles. They
will return to London on the
evening of July 6.
Stagecoach chief executive
Brian Souter said: “We support the
Make Poverty History coalition
and [chancellor] Gordon Brown’s
aid for trade initiative and we
hope our offer of low cost
transport will help get the
message across loud and clear.”
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Russell Richardson could buy back bus builder
Optare, which he founded two decades ago

100-strong Asia Bus Response fleet sets sail
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1,000 cheap
Megabus seats
offered to back
anti-poverty rally

that NABI paid for Optare in January 2000.
It is 21 years since Richardson led the
purchase by Optare’s management and
Yorkshire Enterprise of British Leyland’s idle bus
manufacturing site at Leeds. Under his
leadership the company’s annual turnover
grew to almost £40m and the company
claimed a 10% share of the UK bus market.
The surprise sale of Optare to NABI was
intended to provide fast track access to new
markets and technologies. Richardson stayed
on and joined NABI’s main board, but stepped
down as managing director of Optare in 2003.
He remains a director of NABI.
NABI helped Optare win some orders in the
US, but the company is now heavily
dependent on its Solo midibus model, which
was launched in 1997. Sales of full size single
deck vehicles have fallen, although the
company has recently launched its new Tempo
model. Plans for a new double deck model
remain on the drawing board.

The 100 donated vehicles will see use as school buses and classrooms

Urea emissions treatment trialled
on Stagecoach bus in Winchester
ENGINE
MANUFACTURER
Cummins has begun trials of a
new Selective Catalytic Reduction
system to reduce harmful
emissions within a Dennis Dart
single deck bus run by Stagecoach
in Winchester.
The SCR system is centred
around the use of urea which is
injected into the engine exhaust
as an aftertreatment to react with
nitrous oxide and reduce
potentially harmful emissions.
The initiative will, believes
Cummins, enable it to comply
with forthcoming stricter Euro 4
emissions standards from new bus
engines, and the manufacturer is
hopeful that it will shortly receive
accreditation from the government’s Energy Savings Trust.

The 10-year old Dennis Dart
has been re-engined and has
already re-entered service.
Stagecoach is operating the bus in
Winchester, which has attracted
funding from the European
Union ‘MIRACLES’ project to
reduce city centre air pollution in
the Hampshire city as well as
Cork, Barcelona and Rome.
As part of the project, an Air
Quality Management Area has
been set up by Hampshire County
Council in the city centre, and 12
nearly-new low floor Dennis Darts
used on two city service under a
quality partnership between
Stagecoach and the authority
could also be re-engined with the
urea system if the trials prove
successful.

Stagecoach South managing
director Andrew Dyer claims that
the refitment programme gives
Winchester depot one of the
lowest-emission fleets in the UK.
However, a joke that he made
at Stagecoach’s recent integrated
transport conference in the city that the urea was brought in by
pipeline from sheep in Wales seems to have slightly backfired,
leading to national newspaper
headlines such as “Forget the tiger
- put sheep urine in your tank” in
last week’s Guardian. The urea is
actually synthetic. “There is
nothing to worry about,” he said.
“We won’t be asking passengers to
leave a sample and we won’t be
carrying a resident sheep at the
back of the bus.”

The 100 buses donated by UK operators and
local authorities to the Asia Bus Response
appeal to help communities hit by the
Boxing Day Tsunami were officially handed
over to the Islamic Relief charity last week
before setting sail for Sri Lanka and
Indonesia.
Donors of buses included Blazefield
Holdings, EYMS Group, First, Go Ahead,
Ipswich Buses, Lothian Buses, Southern
Vectis, Thamesdown,Translink,Travel West
Midlands, Trent Barton and Yorkshire
Traction. The fleet was mechanically
checked at Solent Blue Line at Eastleigh
prior to the official handing over ceremony
at Marwell Zoo near Winchester on June 7.
The vehicles will be exclusively used by
children in some of the devastated
communities,both as school transport and
as mobile classrooms.
“The arrival of these buses will be seen
by ordinary Sri Lankan people as the most
visible and concrete benefit from the international community,”said the Sri Lankan
High Commission’s minister of trade Jeyaraj
Fernandopulle at the ceremony.

busnews 7
TfL sets date
for the ‘last’
Routemasters
DECEMBER 9 WILL be the last
day of normal service operation
for London’s ageing Routemaster
buses, Transport for London has
announced.
The last of the crew-operated
double deckers will be withdrawn
from service on Arriva’s route 159
between Marble Arch and
Streatham, and will be replaced by
conventional driver-operated
vehicles, and marks the culmination of a two-year policy to
remove Routemasters and
conductors from the capital’s bus
network. Prior to this, London
mayor Ken Livingstone had
promised to retain them in service
and embarked on a programme of
buying back sold on Routemasters
and refurbishing them for
further use.
Currently, five central London
routes remain worked by
Routemasters, with a combined
peak vehicle requirement of 153.
London General’s routes 14 and
22 are the next for conversion to
conventional double deckers on
July 22, with Sovereign London’s
route 13 following on October 22
and Arriva’s route 38 going over
to cashless articulated buses from
October 29.
Arriva has already placed orders
for 177 new buses for London,
including those required to
replace the Routemasters. London
United has meanwhile ordered 58
Scania double deckers of which
some will be used by its Sovereign
subsidiary on the 13.
Whilst the last Routemasters
will be removed from normal
service by the end of the year, TfL
has signalled its support for their
continued operation on commercial central London ‘heritage’
routes in future, although no
details have yet been released.
However, Livingstone has
indicated that there will be two
services, and that they could begin
operation prior to the finish of
Routemasters on conventional
routes.

Trent Barton gives users
chance to rate changes
TRENT BARTON is giving
passengers on its Derwent Valley
network of bus routes a fortnight
to comment on proposed changes
and enhancements to the services.
From June 20 for two weeks,
the operator’s brand manager for
the Derwent Valley, Brian Reaney,
will man a dedicated phone line
for six hours a day, allowing users
to comment on the plans. Leaflets
have been distributed on buses
and via Trent Barton’s website to
advise users of the outcome of
market research carried out by the
company to improve the services,
which link Derby with Belper,
Ripley and Matlock.
From October, Trent Barton is
planning to introduce new Scania
single deck buses. Criticism of

evening and Sunday frequencies
is being addressed with extra buses
proposed
during
Sunday
shopping hours and late night
Friday and Saturday buses from
Derby to Belper until 3am.
To overcome worsening traffic
congestion, meanwhile, routes are
being streamlined in the Belper
area with a quicker route into and
out of Derby city centre in order
to allow extra time to be built into
the schedules.
The operator used this novel
approach of testing schedules
with users for its Rainbow 3
relaunch four years ago. A special
helpline set up to deal with
comments on the new schedules
saw only six calls made over the
fortnight, however.
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